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Lace Challenge – Option 3 Silk and Metallic Thread Instead of Linen
By Lady Ciarnait ni’Bhroin
The Lace Challenge I am doing is to recreate at
least 1 of the bookmarks I made for Birka gift
baskets in A.S. LIV with materials that are new
to me. The originals were made in white linen
with pattern A on page 3 of Le Pompe, 1559
Patterns for Venetian bobbin lace1 (Figure 1).
For variety in the gifts, I altered where the
picos were placed in various ways. This project
copies the first bookmark, which is the closest
to an exact copy of the book pattern that I
made (Figure 2). It is my interpretation of the
pattern book that they are showing different
options for placement of the picos, so some of
the squares have picos and some do not. The
one change I made to the pattern was to add
the picos in the end square as it made the
piece look more balanced in my eyes. For That
project I needed a dozen bookmarks and made
3 versions of pico placements, with 2 different
tasseled ends. There was not a perfect
duplicate of any bookmark and they were
gifted in matched sets.
For me, the new materials were metallic thread
and silk. I have worked with metallic filament
Figure 1 LePompe
Figure 2 Bookmark made in linen size 35/2
and wire before but working with thread
Pattern Pg3 A
thread and the pricking I used.
wrapped with metal or a metallic covering was
brand new. I have plenty of wire but have very limited amounts of metallic thread. I
cannot afford gold or silver metal thread so I choose to use what I already own instead of testing out
expensive thread that might not be the right size for my goal as I could not go to a store and look at it in
person. Sizing remotely is a challenge.

New Thread
Silk thread is something I had always wanted to try, and in this project, I found that it is very enjoyable
to work with. It is so much smoother to work with than linen, and being slippery, tensioning was a
breeze. Metallic thread is not something I have worked with in a long time. My early experiments with it
were with metallic filament, which continuously broke and I quickly gave up on it. Working with wire
was much more rewarding, but not appropriate for this project. This time I used better materials seeing
that the lace that inspired me was much thicker than filament and clearly thread, not wire.
The lace I wanted to study for this project is from a set of clothing donated to The Metropolitan
Museum of New York (the MET) by the Rogers Fund, 1910 and stamped with the name “Donne San
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Teodoro”. I looked at the entire set, but studied the
Stockings2, and 2 sets of Trousers3, 4 to pattern my plaits
after (see Figure 3). None of my colors matched the lace
found in these pieces, I will need to order more thread
to match that. I will look for thicker/heavier thread as
well to match the weight and size better.
The Smock5 in this set was what I had been intrigued by
many years ago, with silk and metal arches having all
metal picos. I could not resist making a sample piece in
my pattern that did the same thing. It came out quite
nice but was not my end goal.
Thread size from one medium to another can be tricky.
In these times, when I was unable to physically look at
the thread before I bought, I choose Gϋtermann silk
Figure 3 Top: Edge of Stockings, Middle: Edge of
s303. Each individual strand was approximately the size
matching Trousers, Bottom: Edge of second set of
of 1/2 of the size 35/2 linen thread I had used before. I
Trousers
ended up using 2 strands of silk to 1 strand of linen in
the final project. The metallic thread proved to be more difficult for me as I had 2 cones of thread at
home to choose from. One was a heavier thread purchased at Joann-Fabrics years ago for couching,
about the size of 3 strands of DMC embroidery thread. It was slightly large, but I had hoped it would
work out. The other was a gold metallic passing made of a single thin strand of rayon wrapped in a gold
metallic, which proved to be about 4 strands equal to 1 linen thread. From here on I will use thread to
mean one set of threads per bobbin, be it 2 of silk or 4 of gold metallic passing.
I knew from the linen bookmarks that 48” per pair of bobbins was the perfect length to have enough
ends for knotting and weaving in, but not so much that there is an excessive amount of waist at the end.
The same length worked for the silk and metallic threads.
For color, I needed to order the thread before I was able to find the images of the lace I wanted. I chose
2 blues, a red and a yellow which I had strong
memories of and felt I could match to the color
sheet I had. I desired green and brown but was
unable to match the colors I remembered to the
color sheet, so I did not order those. The blues and
yellow were great matches to the embroidery. The
red I thought I ordered arrived as orange, and too
bright to match the light peach in the photos.
Since both the metallic threads I had were gold, I
did not use the yellow for this, but plan to use it
later for pieces that can be seen in person.
Figure 4 Threads for this project. From Left to Right: Gold
metallic thread, gold metallic passing, Silk; dark blue, light
blue, yellow and orange.
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Tool Choices
Bobbin lace requires a significant amount of equipment which has important impacts on the outcome of
the lace. Because of the vast variety and needs of different tools, I am limiting my descriptions to only
what I used in this project and why I choose what I did. I am not going into detail on the history of each
of these items as I do not intend to write a full-sized book. Suffice it to say that I choose tools that while
not using period materials for many of the tools, most of the tools are documented.
Pricking: The backing which shows the pattern and is pre-pricked with a needle that is slightly smaller
than the pins.
Pre-pricking the pattern helps to keep pin placement more precise. I am not aware of any existing
prickings from bobbin lace in period, however there are later colonial prickings that were made on
scraps of vellum leftover from paper making6. Not having a supply of that, I used card stock with the
pattern printed on to it from a modern printer. To protect the lace from the ink, I covered it in clear
packing tape. Other prickings I have made from linen cloth steam ironed onto paper tape have been
wonderful to work with and have proven to be much more durable. Those are a much more period
version than these are, but I do not have a way of adding the drawn pattern to those in a way that will
not blead into the lace.
Pillow: The base which is used to support the pins and bobbins used
in making bobbin lace.
I have a variety of pillows to make lace on. This project required a
flat vertical space to work on, so I selected an old rectangular pillow
of open celled Styrofoam which is beveled on each side. Beveling the
sides helps to control bobbins that have been moved out of the
workspace. Because this pillow has been well used, the pins needed
to be set in deeper than I normally would do. It is time to add a few
layers of felt to the top of it before using it again.
Pins: 3 varieties of pins were needed for this project. 2 of them I use
for all the bobbin lace I make. First are the marker pins which are
decorated on the top, quilting pins are my preference since they are
long, thin, and easily grabbed. The second are pins, which hold the
Figure 2 The pillow as it looks with the
threads in place, must be rust free and non-staining. For expense
and size, I have found that silk pins are adequate to the job. They are lace in progress.
coated in glass, so do not rust and are not as expensive as lace pins.
Lace pins are thinner and preferred, so I have a mix of those in my pin cushion and both were used in
this project. The third type of pin, I refer to as “Pico Pins”. These are large fat pins which make a nice
large pico. I have 2 styles of these, some that were labeled as “Nail Pins” when they were purchased,
and a heavy pin intended for use on heavy materials that have colorful tops on them.
Bobbins: Long thread holders which can be picked up and moved in the patterns needed to make the
lace.
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The bobbins provide tensioning as well as allowing for easy
thread manipulation. I have a large variety of bobbins for
different purposes. I used the exact same bobbins in this
project as I used in the linen originals. This allowed me to
compare how the new threads behaved to how the linen
behaved easily. I found they were perfect for the silk but did
not hold the metallic thread well. In retrospect a bobbin
intended for working with metal would have been better. They
have either a hook or a slit for the thread to wrap around or
pull through which keeps wire from crimping and wrapped
thread from falling off the bobbin. I have the kind with slits in
them, however working with the passing I did not want to
chance damaging the thread and did not use them. I overcame
the problem by using a double hitch instead of a single hitch at
the top of the bobbins. It made adjusting lengths more difficult
than bobbins designed for metals would have been.

Figure 6 Bobbins used in this project
Square shaped handles are purchased. English
styled bobbins have a few beads wired to the
bottom for weight. Home made bobbins have a
single Viking bead glued to the bottom and a
wooden bead at the top.
Tools on the bottom are a pin puller on the left
and a pin pusher on the right.

I prefer to use bobbins that do not roll around too much so
most of my purchased bobbins have a square shaped end. I like
to work with very thin thread and that requires light bobbins. I own many bobbins, but most are preloaded for teaching. When I ran out of available bobbins last year, I simply made new ones from thin
dowels, glass Viking beads and hot glue. These were all items I already owned and were quick and easy
to do. The style of beaded bobbins a more modern than what I have found in period documents,
however I have not done an extensive search on them. Something for me to study in the future.
Bobbin Winder: Not strictly required, but a huge
time saver and thread protector.

When winding bobbins the thread must a be
wound in the same direction on each bobbin and
not twisted or untwisted as it is being added. If you
take a bobbin and wind it as you would re-wrap
your sewing thread, you will either add spin or
remove spin from your thread. This will lead to
weakened thread from having to little spin, or to
kinks in your thread creating an unevenness to
your lace. Thread must be wound around the
bobbin by holding the bobbin in place and spinning
Figure 7 Bobbin winder with 2 loaded bobbins.
the bobbin instead of the thread. Doing this by
hand is possible, but it is slow and tiring. Using a bobbin winder is fast and consistent for each bobbin.
Helpful Random Tools: Pincushion for storing pins and protecting the pillow by not using work surface
for storage. Pin puller to easily select and remove only the pin you want to remove out of the many
possible. Tweezers and needles for weaving in the ends. Sharp clipping scissors. The ribbon in Figure 8 is
my “pincushion” for the Pico pins to keep them separated from the rest. The pin pusher in the Figure 6
came with the Pin puller. I have never needed it to work on period lace.
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Stitches
This pattern requires the use of several weaving patterns which we call stitches in bobbin lace. Each
stitch is a series of crosses and twists with pairs of bobbins. In general, 2 pair of bobbins are used at a
time, equaling a set of 4 threads. Directions go from bobbin #1-#4, left to right. A cross (C) is when you
take bobbin #2 and move it to the right to become bobbin #3. A twist (T) is when you take bobbins #2
and #4 and move them to the left to become bobbins #1 and #3. The only other move in bobbin lace is
when you wrap around a pin to form a pico (P). When and where you exchange pairs and/or pin
determines your pattern. Tensioning is when you pull the threads taught (but not tight!) and even out
your work.
This project used 12 pairs of bobbins, for a total of 24 individual bobbins. Stitches used were braids,
windmills, turns, single looped picos and zigzag. All of these are common stiches; however, I use
Introduction to Bobbin Lacemaking by Rosemary Shepherd7 as my guide since she has personally studied
period lace and has followed the threads with a magnifying glass to see exactly what was done. The
zigzag braid is a special case discussed below.
Braids are series of repeated and uncounted CT down to a specific point in the pattern. These
form the base of each plait. Tensioning after each T creates a slightly flatter braid. Tensioning
after the C creates a slightly rounder braid. In this case the thread is too thin to make a big
difference, so I followed my preferred system of tensioning after each T.
Windmills are 4 pair of bobbins treated as two that complete a Whole
Stitch (C, T, tension, Pin, C, T, tension). A supporting pin is used either
inside the center or underneath the windmill to hold the threads in
place. Some patterns work better if the pin is outside the windmill. This
pattern worked better having the pin inside the windmill. Instead of
having bobbins 1-4, you have pair 1-4. Bobbins 1 and 2 are pair 1, 3 and
4 are pair 2, and so on. For the cross, pair #2 moves over to the right and
becomes pair #3. For the twist pairs #2 and #4 move left to become
pairs #1 and #3. Figure 8 details several Windmills.
A complete windmill with the pin inside is C, T, tension, Pin, C, T,
tension. With the pin outside it is C, T, C, T, loosely tension, Pin, tension.
Figure 8 Closeup of the final
bookmark done in light blue silk and
gold metallic passing. Point 1: A
Turn to keep the silk on the inside.
Point 2: A Windmill to exchange the
positions of the silk and gold
metallic thread.

The result is that the 2 pair of bobbins that started on the left are now
both on the right and your braids have passed through each other.

When working this pattern in linen I tried doing it with the pin on the
outside, and many have argued that is how it was done in period. The
lace came out looking lopsided and twisted. After I completed the lace
and removed the pins I had put on the inside, a small amount of movement was enough to erase the pin
hole that had been there, and I decided it was not worth the trouble of keeping the pins outside of the
pattern.
Turns are essentially 2 windmills in a row. When working in colors there are times when the
color needs to go back into the center instead of moving out to the side. As in the windmill use 4
pairs of bobbins at a time and treat them as 2 pair. C, T, C, T, tension, Pin, C, T, C, T tension.
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The 2 pair of bobbins that started on the left are now back on the left right where they started.
The all-white linen bookmarks did not need to use turns, so this is an additional stitch needed
for this project.
Picos are small decorative loops that stick out to the side of the main line. There are many ways
to make picos. Gilian Dye describes how to make picos with the zigzag stich in A Beginner’s
Guide to Working Early Bobbin Lace, page 178 as simply pinning in with the pico thread on the
opposite side from the rest of the threads. This works great with wire, but not with thread.
The double twist is used extensively in Rosemary Shepherd’s
book An Early Lace Workbook8. In that case the 2 threads
being used for the pico are twisted twice, pined away from the
other threads, and worked back into the braid.
Between the 2 sets of trousers, there are 3 varieties of picos
that can be observed. Gilian Dye’s version, a single loop, and
the double twist. The picos in these braids are at peaks in the
pattern and may be more of pin holes from holding the braids
in place instead of intended picos. It is hard to say what the
maker intended by them. Some look like constructed picos,
and others look like they simply put a pin in the braid
randomly to hold the braid in place.
Figure 9 is a clear example of the picos used on the Smock.
Looking carefully at these picos, one can see that neither of
the above descriptions match what was used. The thread
comes into the pico on the bottom, loops around and comes
back down over the top into the rest of the braid. This is what
I call a “single loop” pico and is what I used in this piece.
Lessons in Bobbin Lacemaking calls this a “simple twist around Figure 9 Looped Picos in the Smock at
the MET.
a pin”9. These are the picos I used in both my linen versions
and silk and metallic versions.
Zigzag Braids were taught to me by my first bobbin lace teacher who used more modern
techniques. That was to use C, T, C, T, single loop pico, C, T, C, T. As soon as any tensioning
happened after the pico pin was removed, by moving the lace around or intentionally pulling on
threads, the picos simply blended back into the plait and made the whole piece look like a
poorly made braid. Clearly this is not how it was done.
Years ago, I spent a good amount of time doing trial and error and finally discovered that by
keeping 1 thread straight throughout the plait the lace could no longer stretch to the point of
ruining the picos. About a year after that Rosemary Shepherd published An Early Lace
Workbook, where she describes this stitch in detial10 and used the same solution I had found.
When I was able to obtain the Gilian Dye’s book A Beginner’s Guide to Working Early Bobbin
Lace11 I found it describes the zigzag braid clearly on page 17 and uses the same technique. Here
it uses this pattern with 1 contrasting color thread to better see the straight thread:
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Pico on the right: C, T, C, T, C, T the right-side pair, Pico, T the right pair.
Follow with a Pico on the left: C, T, C, T, C, Pico with the left pair, T the left pair
Repeat as far as you need to complete the alternating sets of picos.
For my first sample, I was imitating the Smock picos seen in Figure 9 while using
the plait pattern needed for my bookmark. I used the darker blue for better color
contrast. The off-color thread in mine is the gold metallic Pico thread which I
wanted to form all the picos. This created several issues with the pattern as
described and I needed to alter it to get what I wanted. The cord of gold metallic
was a bit too large and I did not have enough distance between picos to use the
exact stitch and have the gold land in the right place. The alteration I made was
to use C, T, C, T on the right, Single Loop Pico, T on the right, C, T, C, Single Loop
Pico, T on the left, C, T, C.
Windmills were used for all the side intersections on the corners of each square
and the large oval. The inner oval did not require the zigzag stitch as the picos do
not alternate. In fact, they were the perfect distance apart to have the gold
metallic cord land in the right place using a normal plait.
The bottom end is tied off in a tassel since it is much faster than weaving in the
ends. Some of the linen bookmarks were ended this way as well. Sample 2 ties
off in 2 tassels, another ending style I use in the linen bookmarks. I love the look
and the sturdiness that the metallic thread provides to the entire structure.
However, this is not the style of lace used in the lace I was trying to imitate.

Figure 10 Sample 1 A
single gold metallic cord
runs along 3 threads of
dark blue silk.

Sample 2 has a few changes in it. First the silk was thin enough to use the zigzag
stitch as described by Gilian Dye and Rosemary Shepherd. The metallic cord was
not, and I used a C, T, C, Pico version to make
the spacing work out. At this point I decided
that the final piece must use the gold passing
to be done properly.

Figure 11 My sketch of working out color
placement and the modified zigzag stitch.

Second, I did not place the
alternating colors where I
wanted them to end up and
had to sketch out where I
wanted it to be in the end. My
sketch is not a work of art, but
it does what I need it to do. You
can see on the top and left
where I worked out how to
modify the zigzag stitch to fit
the too large size thread. The
sketch also confirmed that
turns were needed on
Figure 12 Sample 2 Plaits of dark blue
intersections of the large oval
silk with plaits of gold metallic cord.
with the outside edge. The
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curviness of the corners is a result of not leaving the sample pinned to the pillow long enough to block
the shape into the plaits.

The Final Piece
The final bookmark came out the way I hoped it would. I used the lighter blue silk for this because I liked
the color combination, and it matched the embroidery on the Stockings and Trousers better. In Figure
13 the top shows the ends where they are woven in as I had inadvertently reversed the top of the
pricking when I started the bookmark.

Figure 13 My Final Bookmark next to the pricking
used.

Figure 14 Side by side comparison of both
bookmarks.
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Figure 15 Side by side closeup of both bookmarks.
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